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MUSEUM LIMITED OPENING DAYS
Considering the current situation with Corona Virus the committee are keeping a careful watch as the
situation changes, but for now the numbers of new cases seem to indicate the risk is low so we will be
open for business again from Thursday to Sunday. This does mean however that all staff and volunteers
have to adhere to the strictest codes of cleaning and distancing and we need to make sure all of our
visitors follow the rules. The committee are monitoring the situation daily, any updates will be
forwarded via our web and Facebook pages.

MEETING DATES: April 20th, May 18th, June 15th etc
General meetings are held in the Brabham Room at the Museum on the third Tuesday of the month,
except December, at 7.00pm for a pre-meeting gathering and 7.30pm start. Supper follows and
something tasty to go with the tea and coffee is always appreciated. Visitors welcome.
Due to the current situation any members thinking of attending the meetings are asked to check with
the museum phone or a committee member on the day to confirm the meeting is on.
MEMBERSHIP papers issued to; David Brown.
Anne Ebrill, Diane Hutchison, Senia Gauson, Robert Gauson, Ron Cooper accepted to membership.

CLUB EVENTS
Important Club Run News:
Barry and Sarah Neill have taken on responsibility of coordinating the club runs and confirming the
calendar dates in advance. This does not mean they are organising the runs, but if you regularly attend
runs, or would like to, please let them know your ideas or suggestions of possible destinations and routes
bearing in mind we primarily cater for the older cars. Of course we still need members to get actively
involved with helping organising runs.
There may also occasionally be events that do come up that may require travelling in our modern cars too,
but it is anticipated this will not be very often.
Dates for future runs will be announced in the newsletter in advance even when the details have not been
finalised so you can at least plan your diaries.
For any enquiries contact either Barry 0409 658 149 or Sarah 0409 658 154
As a courtesy, if you are going on any events please contact the organizer to let them know you are going.
Wednesday 14th April.
Morning Coffee Run to Ratha’s Place Café, Central Ave Oak Flats, meeting at museum 9.30am
Saturday 24th April
Meet at Museum for a 9am leave travelling via Mt Keira and Picton Rd to Cobbitty where we will be able to
stroll around the markets and have morning tea then onto Picton Botanic Gardens for a picnic lunch route
instructions on the day.
Sunday 16th May. National Motoring Heritage Day
The Australian Motorlife Museum is being promoted as a destination for this big day out, it would be
great to see as many members, cars and bikes out and about as possible on the day.
Saturday 26th June
Run to the Southern Highlands for a pub lunch, more details to come
Saturday 24th July
Visit to Rail Museum at Thirlemere. More details to come, byo picnic lunch, $15 per head entry
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REMINDER
Members using their vehicles on HCRS are reminded to carry with them each time they use their vehicle,
their membership card, a current copy of Motorlife News, a Vehicle Movement Slip (if required), the RMS
Registration Papers and the Certificate of Approved Operations. Failure to comply with the Guidelines
issued to all members for the use of vehicles on Historic Conditional Registration Scheme may result in the
suspension of this privilege. If in doubt please phone Waldo on 0408 425 650
NOTE: It is noted that trips to and from the designated ‘running in’ area and also Australian Motorlife
Museum are considered Club Events for the purposes of the use of HCRS.
The trip must be from and back to the place the vehicle is usually garaged.
The Plates Registrar must be contacted before each return trip commences.
Trip must be via the most direct route that is practicable.
The ‘running in’ area boundary is West Dapto Rd, Illawarra Highway, F6 to Northcliffe Dr, Old Princes Hwy
back to West Dapto Rd.

CLUB PLATE REGISTRATION
Note to all members with cars on club registration; the committee has voted to opt into the RMS Historic
Log Book scheme.
Members who wish to take advantage contact Waldo.
This will come into effect on January 1st 2021, but it is not compulsory if you prefer to just use the vehicle
for club events under the existing rules.

Notes:
The Committee has set a cut-off date for rego for club vehicles at December 31st 1954. This is to allow
types of vehicles based on similar pre-WW2 technology without having to allow some and not others
within the grey area of what counts as a ‘continuation’. This date is fixed and 1955 or later models will not
be allowed as a further claim to a ‘continuation’ of a 1954 model. The club’s aim always was, and remains,
to promote the use of pre-WW2 vehicles and this date was chosen as most production cars prior to then
used basically the old technology after which more modern systems (disk brakes, OHV engines etc) came
into common use defining what were thereafter to become ‘modern’ vehicles.
It is also noted that the Club Committee will have to take care to select and approve prospective
membership applications on the basis that the applicant will be an active participant in club activities and
not just seeking cheap rego.
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CAR CLUB DIGITAL MAGAZINES BY EMAIL
As many car clubs now distribute their magazines to their members by email the museum office now
regularly receives these too. If any members would be interested in having them forwarded to them
please let the secretary know by forwarding your email address to; admin@motorlifemuseum.com with
the subject line ‘Digital Car Club Magazines’. The catch is you either receive all or nothing, you can read
what interests you and delete the rest; it is not possible to send separate magazines to individual
addresses. If any members receiving the newsletters know of any others who have not yet given their
email address to the office could they pass the news on and have them email the office
admin@motorlifemuseum.com with their contact details please.

HELP NEEDED
Would any members like to get more involved with the daily running of the Museum? Even if you can only
spare one day a month it could be an interesting day to help on duty with visitors, or get stuck in around
the maintenance of the building and gardens, or if you prefer maybe working on the preservation of the
collection in our workshop. We have a friendly crowd already but we can always use more help. If
interested contact one of the committee to discuss the possibilities.

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES
I aim to have each newsletter finalised by the end of each month to send to the office for distribution. It
would be appreciated if any reports/articles etc. that need to be in the newsletter could be sent in the
week prior to the end of the month or earlier. Any reports/articles received after deadline will be placed in
the following month newsletter.
Be advised that letters and articles submitted to be posted in the newsletter are not necessarily the view
of The Australian Motorlife Museum or the editor.

SHARE YOUR MEMORIES
In future Newsletters there will be a couple of pages set aside for people to share how you became
involved with the museum and motoring, be it thru your love of cars, bikes, collecting or volunteering.
Feel free to share your memories, photos, interesting stories and daring escapades.

Steven Koster

AT LAST! For sale: Hot off the Press!
'A History of Motorlife' compiled by Wendy Muddell and Don Matthew.
An illustrated expose of the story behind this remarkable achievement, written by those leading the fight
to keep together a major historical collection. $25 plus $5 postage to anywhere in Australia. See Don at a
meeting or phone him on 02-42614627, or Wendy on 0499 348 899, or just send a cheque (remember
them?) money order, even cash to 65/1160 Creek Road, Carina Heights, Qld 4152. (Limited print run)
Wendy Muddell
The book is also available in the museum gift shop.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
We have many wonderful volunteers who staff the Museum on the daily roster and who are doing an
excellent job of making the public welcome as well as passing on some educational knowledge as and
when needed. I am as guilty as the rest of us in taking these people for granted but I think it might be
worth adding the occasional note of thanks where some of our staff have helped out and been recognised
for their efforts by our visitors. It may encourage others and as with all our volunteers any good feedback
should be recorded.
On Sunday, February 14th, a friend from Sydney dropped in to the museum unknown to me, and he
contacted me later to say; “Very impressive, the staff were great, very passionate about the museum.” I
believe from the roster Bob and Wendy Turford were on duty that day, so well done, and thanks from the
Committee.
Also, a chap called Simon called in February to ask if we had any manuals for Holley carburettors as he had
a problem with his. I don’t know if Andrea or Julie took the call but they passed it on to Brian in the library
and he left three books on his desk so when Simon called in on the Saturday (February 20th) when I was on
duty I was able to locate them and let him look up what he needed to know, he took a few photos of some
pages of information and illustrations of what parts he was concerned with. He passed on his thanks when
he left. So, thanks to all concerned for doing our little bit to help get our name and reputation out there.
Every little helps.
The AGM came and went without too much fuss apart from a couple of interruptions with some comments
not at all relevant to the proceedings and the result was that we continue with the same Committee as
before. It is a team that has been working well together and we plan to carry on for another year still
tackling a few outstanding issues but gradually making progress that should ensure the Museum has a solid
and sustainable future. You know who they all are by now so pass on any questions, comments or
suggestions.
There is some good news from the Curatorial Committee about a new donation we have been offered
(details will be in the June newsletter) and the famous Sunbeam should at last be returning soon; hopefully
we can give it a suitable space in the display as another special car to be proud of.
We have, thanks to Barry and Sarah a few more dates for your diaries for some interesting Club Runs, and
the Wednesday Coffee Runs are continuing to be a popular diversion for many. Unfortunately, we have
had little interest from members in helping organise an Expo this coming October and the majority view
seems to be that event has run its course, but we are aiming to promote our Museum as a destination for
anyone out driving their vehicles on National Motoring Heritage Day (see note elsewhere) and if we can
attract a few more visitors on the day we hope to make that an annual event.
Thanks for everyone’s continuing support!

Chris Martin
President
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CURATORIAL REPORT - MARCH 2021
A new item on display in Stage 1 is a 1968 Egli Vincent on loan to the Museum. Egli Vincent motorcycles
were created by Swiss motorcycle racer Fritz Egli when he took Vincent engines and made them fast
enough to win races by first tuning the engine and then inventing a new frame. They went on to win
against the day’s fastest contemporary bikes. The bike on loan has a 1948 Vincent Rapide engine and an
Egli frame built by Terry Price.
Thanks to the commencement of some new volunteers in the workshop area in recent months, work on
the fabric bodied Fiat is moving forward at a significant rate. The new workers have experience in the
areas of panelbeating and upholstery so their skills are a very timely addition to the volunteers who have
been working hard on the car for some time.
The two Museum owned Rovers, formerly owned by Les and Betty White, are being assessed as possible
future cars for members to take out on the road. The 1947 Sedan 6 (green one) has a large piece of
number 4 piston skirt broken away, so efforts will be transferred to assessing the condition of the 1933 14
Pilot (maroon one).
The shipping container is finally empty and many parts have been sorted. This has required a mammoth
effort. Phil Vergona, a Museum member, has devoted a significant amount of time to sorting the Vauxhall
parts. He has identified and, with the help of many of our volunteers, put together a rolling chassis and
body for a Vauxhall LM 14/40 on a stand. There is another chassis with matching engine and various other
parts to be detailed at a later date.
Following the repainting of the floor in Stage 3, arrangements were made to use the leftover paint. The
shelving units in the centre of the Library area were temporarily removed and some of the volunteers
painted the main part of the Library floor.
A request was made by some front of house volunteers for information on the Wayne Gardner display
items. A list with photographs is now on display which includes details of the helmets, leather outfits and
the wording on each of the trophies on show in the Gardner room. Also on display are a couple of
photographs that were taken when Wayne inspected the collection when the room was completed.
The popular Messerschmitt has now left the Museum permanently to be sold later this year.

Curatorial Committee

LIBRARY REPORT - MARCH 2021
The library has had a spruce up with the flaking paint on the floor being removed and being re-painted.
There was considerable effort put in to remove over 600 books from the bottom shelf and the shelves
removed to enable full paint coverage. Of course, replacing the shelves and the books took even greater
effort. The library now looks brighter and fresher.
The library has had an interesting query from the Netherlands Centre for historical Automotive
Documentation (NCAD). NCAD is an archive and repository for various manufacturers and other
automotive organisations and contains over 150,000 press photos, books, magazines and various
automotive artifacts spread on over 2,000 metres of shelving.
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That is a lot of compactuses, shelving and filing cabinets. It also operates as the help desk for FIVA, the
International Federation controlling historic cars and historic motorsport.
The query related to how we operate our cataloguing systems. NCAD commenced in 1997 and has a
proprietary system which is ‘antique’ and has limitations and are looking to options for the future. This
query was in the form of a standard request to many automotive libraries around the world so that they
can assess the best direction and options for their organisation.
On the National Motoring Heritage Day on Sunday 16 May, the museum will be having an open day. The
library has a huge surplus of magazines and some books that will be available on the day and for a small
donation you could go home with a car full of items. Magazines include Wheels, Road & Track, Hot Rod, NZ
Hot Rod, Octane, Motorsport, Racing Car News, Motor and many, many more.

Brian Wye
Librarian

BUILDING MAINTENANCE REPORT FEBRUARY– MARCH 2021
Gutter Supports Update
The manufacturing of the gutter support brackets in house, and with assistance of Bluescope Steel, has been
completed and a start has been made on replacing the badly corroded existing ones with these new ones.

48 New Gutter Support Brackets ready for installation
Electrical Test and Tag
Ken Robinson, Keiran Shepherd and Jim McLachlan have completed the legislated annual testing of the Museum’s
100+ electrical leads and appliances.
Kitchen Hot Water Service
The Kitchen Hot Water System failed in January. The tank was 24 years old, being second hand when the Museum
building was built, so we have had a really good run out of it. With the assistance of Paul Unicomb a new tank was
obtained, and then installed by Royce Ford and Ken Robinson. As the power to the HWS is timed to now come on
when the Solar System is producing towards maximum, on most days the heating of the hot water is at no cost.
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Solar System Update
The 3 monthly Electricity Bill was received on 19th of February, and was for a total cost to the Museum of only $42!
A year ago the bill would have been about $1200, and even this quarter, with the Museum being closed for a period
of time, the bill would have still been about $850 without the Solar.
So Motorlife’s investment of half the cost of the system will be repaid in less than 3 years, and after that will save the
Museum about $4,000 per year.

Phill Harrigan

NATIONAL MOTORING HERITAGE DAY – Sunday May 16th
Sunday 16th May 2021 is the 15th National Historic Motoring Heritage Day, a day celebrated annually on
the 3rd Sunday of May is an initiative of the AUSTRALIAN HISTORIC MOTORING FEDERATION National
Motoring Heritage Day is held annually on the 3rd Sunday in May and is supported by heritage and historic
motoring clubs throughout Australia.
The day gives owners of all types of vintage, veteran and classic vehicles an opportunity to get out for a
drive and meet other like-minded enthusiasts. Some go for long drives, some prefer a short local trip,
some attend club gatherings in large numbers, others choose to go their own way.
There are many suitable advertised destinations and this year the Australian Motorlife Museum at Kembla
Grange NSW welcomes drivers and riders of all types of historic vehicles to our wonderful facility. We will
have ample parking for all in and around the park surrounding the Museum, a sausage sizzle and
refreshments available, and offer a special discounted admission to the Museum on the day: $12 adults, $6
kids aged 6 to 16.
The Museum is situated just off the M1 south of Wollongong an hour and a half drive from Sydney and
open from 9.30am.

Get Well
Longtime member Barry Brown is recovering from leg surgery in Port Kembla Hospital and I’m sure would
welcome visitors. He is in bed 9 in the rehab section and visiting hours are 11am till 2pm and 5pm till 8pm.
His phone number is 0409 658 149.
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EGLI VINCENT
Fritz W. Egli is a Swiss former motorcycle racer. He is known as a motorcycle frame specialist, and engine
tuner.
The Egli saga began when Fritz Egli took the engineering masterpieces of Vincent engines, and made them
fast enough to win races. First he tuned the engine. Then he invented a new frame and went out to win
against the day’s fastest contemporary bikes. This created the legend of Egli Vincents.
Egli manufactured around 100 bikes between 1968 and 1972, and then reverted to manufacturing only
frames and parts. The bikes were later manufactured by others (on license) including Patrick Godet in
France and JMC in the UK. Terry Price also later manufactured the TPV in Australia which was his
interpretation of the original Egli bikes.
This motorbike has a Vincent Rapide engine from 1948 and the frame is an original early Egli frame from
around 1968. This bike has frame number EV 64 D.
This frame was built by Terry Prince when he worked for Fritz Egli in Switzerland in the early days of Egli
Vincent motorcycles. The Egli factory is still in operation and Terry Prince is confirmed as the first owner of
this bike in the factory records. It is believed that he brought it to Australia when he moved here in the
late 70s. Terry Prince later set up his own business in Australia (Classic MotorBikes – Home of Terry Prince
Vincent) where he was manufacturing the famous Egli frames under licence.
History shows that this bike was in the ownership of Ken Johnson between 1994 and 2004, and then Brian
Clarkson until 2019. Brian was a local motorcycle racer of some repute, having competed in significant
events such as the 1972 Castrol 6 Hour Race and winning the inaugural 1971 Sunraysia Desert Rally.
This bike was purchased from the estate of Brian Clarkson and is very generously on loan to the Museum
by a local motorbike enthusiast.
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1949 VELOCETTE LE MARK I
Velocette is a company founded by John Taylor (later known as John Goodman) and William Gue in 1905 in
Birmingham, England where they produced their first bike, dubbed Veloce. One of several motorcycle
manufacturers in Birmingham, Velocette was a small, family-owned firm, selling almost as many hand-built
motorcycles during its lifetime as the mass-produced machines of the giant BSA and Norton concerns.
The company launched the Velocette LE (”little engine”) at the British International Motor Show at Earls
Court in 1948 as the "Motorcycle for Everyman". With a 149 cc four-stroke, side-valve, shaft driven, watercooled, horizontally opposed twin-cylinder engine, the LE also had a radiator and was fitted with coil
ignition to help starting, telescopic front forks and swinging arm rear. The Mark I model is fitted with a
hand crank start and a hand gear change.
Thanks to its advanced features, this bike was produced from 1948 to 1970 and has been used by over 50
British Police forces. The police riders became known as "Noddies" because they were required to nod to
senior officers, and the LE was nicknamed "the Noddy Bike".
Production ended in 1970 when the company ran into financial problems and went into voluntary
liquidation.

This Velocette LE was very generously donated by local motorcycle enthusiast Frederick Clifton.
When the motorbike came to the Museum we were advised that it had not run for some years so as
expected it needed a bit of work on the fuel system. Royce, one of our volunteers, cleaned the fuel system
and overhauled the carburettor prior to taking it for a test run and it then went on display in the museum.
This model was advertised when new that it was a very quiet motorcycle and it now idles smoothly like it
should.
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Yallah Woolshed Coffee Run
ANOTHER change of plans due to Covid saw us head south for our
coffee run instead of to the infected north. Five vehicles left the
museum with Paul's Buick leading Ted and Dianne in the Austin,
Wendy and Glen Gay, Warren and us in moderns but only our car
arrived at the Yallah Woolshed. We were joined by Lance but there
was no sign of the others!
Paul had decided to show them the place where he had gone parking
as a lad and headed down the driveway to Tallawarra Power Station
finally arriving at our coffee stop several minutes later.
All together at last we settled into the serious business of choosing
from the menu. We were joined by Steve Fleming which completed
our dozen and were soon enjoying big breakfasts, pancakes, scones
and other delicious morsels with numerous coffees. A great venue
with plenty of Covid safety and a happy group who chatted on for
quite some time.

Marlene
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After the Bulli Covid scare we were faced with no coffee run - I took this information to the Lunch Table out the Back.
They said why don't you go South - so I mooted Rathas at Oak Flats - however Marlene had got busy and booked the
Woolshed.

On Wednesday morning I had to get up early and get an elderly ladies VP Commodore to Unanderra
Automatic's - by 8.00am - Yates Avenue Mt Keira to Unanderra stuck in 2nd gear. I hadn't enough time to
get home so I went straight to the Woolshed Restaurant. Most people were there when I arrived. .
Steve Fleming turns up and we asked him what he drove? He says I came in my "NEW" Ford!! We are all
expecting a New Mustang or something!! See the pictures of his new Ford acquisition!!
Coffee was good as always - The big breakfast was not the biggest I have had.

Lance
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RUN TO FITZROY FALLS
The run up the pass to Fitzroy Falls included Marlene, Don, Wendy and Bob in the Commodore, Jill and Ivor
in the Auburn, Helen, Marion, Howard and me in the MG. Only a small turnout but a good/exciting time
had by all. The MG was brought into action to display The Australian Motorlife Museum brochures and info
sheet, anyone who came to check out the cars were met by Don and Bob who filled them in with info
about the museum. Members who go on runs are encouraged to have a few brochures on their car with
the info sheet which is available from the office, the system is working great with a lot of brochures being
taken by people where ever we stop. After a bite to eat most of the group did the walk to view the falls.
When everyone returned we travelled down the road the short distance to have a look inside the antiques
and old wares for sale at Grandpa’s Shed. The group became split after the antique shopping visit, one
group doing the wise thing by stopping in Robertson for a coffee, the MG group decided it was a good idea
to go to Burrawang pub for an ale, not to be a wedding was in progress at the pub, even offered the bride
who was waiting on the main street a ride but she declined reluctantly. The next option was Robertson
pub, carpark full so we decided to go to Jamberoo pub.
At Howard Burgess’s suggestion we went via Jamberoo Mountain Road, a BAD choice with the poor MG
running out of brakes on the way down the mountain. Luckily some exceptional driving by Helen
Capobianco saved us, in second gear and brake pumping nonstop we finally pulled up near the bottom, to
say we were lucky is an understatement. Once the smoke cleared from the front brakes and they cooled
down they came back, so it was decided to slowly drive to the pub for a nerve quenching drink and 4 pair
undies change. NEVER going down Jamberoo Mountain Road again
All in all a great day was had by all. The club runs are a great way to enjoy fellow members company and it
gives the cars a chance to get out and be seen by the public while also promoting the museum.

Steven Koster
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ELECTRIC CARS and a BOOK REVIEW
Recent years have seen big changes in the way cars are powered and although various combinations of
petrol, diesel, turbocharged or not and hybrid combinations have all become much more fuel efficient the
‘Green’ lobby has influenced the marketing people of the major car manufacturers to move toward electric
powered vehicles. There are certainly benefits to this but there are also other potential problems for the
future which have yet to be addressed: the manufacturing processes of the batteries and the eventual
disposal of same when they are no longer useful. There is still no real source of totally free energy.
Although it seems electric is the future, some governments already banning the sale of carbon fuel vehicles
within the next ten years but they may yet have to do a U-turn on this as some in the industry are already
investing in and planning for the use of hydrogen cells.
Anyway, all of this is nothing new. In the first twenty years of the 20 th century the choice of powering the
automobile was divided between petrol, steam or electricity. Certainly in the United States, at that time
the largest producer and user of automobiles this was the case. Eventually steam would drop out of the
picture, too expensive to build and needing at least twenty minutes to get started they were no longer
efficient, although to see a Stanley powering along at full steam is still an impressive sight. Electric cars
were however popular sellers until the late 1920s, particularly for use in cities where their limited range
and availability of charging facilities was not a problem. They were also marketed as being clean and quiet
and the advertising of the time often aimed these qualities as suitable for female drivers.
Eventually it was the success of the Ford Model T that proved the future was to be petrol powered, cheap,
strong, reliable and generally efficient for purpose it outsold all competitors for over fifteen years and
paved the way for the modern affordable motor car. There is some irony in all of this as Henry Ford as a
young engineer had worked for Thomas Edison before setting up in the automobile business and it was
Edison who would spend twenty years trying to perfect the batteries performance for use in transport.
The two of course would become good friends and even while working on improving the electric car Edison
himself often drove around his Florida winter estate in a Model T gifted to him by Ford. That even Edison
had to give up on the electric car sounded the end of the road for such things, at least for the rest of the
century. Later developments in advanced materials made suitable batteries possible of course as we see
all around us.
The Committee of the Museum is on the hunt for an early electric car as an exhibit to teach modern
motorists that there is really nothing new under the sun, and should something suitable be available at
either a reasonable price or as a donation or loan vehicle it would be most welcome at Darkes Road. When
this writer first moved to the area while out supposedly ‘house hunting’ I wandered into the antique shop
on the bend at Thirroul and came across a (I believe I remember correctly) 1904 Columbia Electric
(although it could have been another similarly named brand; Colombus). It had the appearance of a horsedrawn buggy without the horse but the occupants sat high over the tall wheels not so they could see over
the nag in front but because there were some rather large batteries under the seat powering an electric
motor driving the rear wheels. I was told it had come from a Museum collection in WA and had been
overhauled by someone from the tram museum who was experienced in such electric motors. I had a
notion that if I had enough solar panels on the roof of a suitable garage I could have totally free transport,
this well before such pipe-dreams became common among the hemp sandal wearing brown rice eaters
that came to influence the thinking of the Greens. At his asking price of $55k it would remain a dream as I
was supposed to be buying a house, not an expensively eccentric toy. I wonder if any of our members
know where that vehicle went next?
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Taking Charge by Michael Brian Schiffer was published in 1994 so precedes the current crop of electric
vehicles but it is nonetheless a fascinating read. Sub-titled ‘The Electric Automobile In America’ it is
obviously a history relating to the growth and use of these cars in that country but that does not make it
any less relevant today. It covers the earliest attempts, the boom period from 1900 to 1930 and some
later experiments that never quite took off. There were experiments with some cities, New York being one
of the first, to install charging facilities on the streets, there was also a network of service depots where
depleted batteries could be swapped for fully charged replacements to continue driving with minimum
delay. One wonders if this would have been a more practical option for today’s Tesla pilots rather than the
need for charging stations to be installed throughout the road network , after all we already have purpose
built ‘servos’ everywhere.
There were many more positives and problems
associated with the pioneering days of electric cars and
I can strongly recommend this book as an absorbing
read and worthwhile education. It is easily available
through all of the normal online outlets and probably
could be ordered through any bookshop.
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Share Your Memories
From an early age I have always had a love of cars and motoring, my first job after leaving high school was
in a panel beating shop, I only lasted 6 months before being given the chop. The first car I owned was a
black early 60’s 997 Mini Cooper complete with sliding windows, I broke the motor/gearbox so it was
traded in for a Mini Cooper S, I had an accident in that which meant it required another body shell, that
was the start of my car rebuilding non career. When I was in my early 20’s I became involved in speedway
racing, initially helping a mate with his cars then progressing to going halves in the cost of being an owner,
I was hopeless as a driver but had fun and learned a lot about cars.

My uncle owned an MG, this car was an MG Y Tourer, chassis
#4061 was purchased new by my mother’s brother in 1950,
arriving in Australia 27.7.50. In 1953 it was used as my parents
wedding car, shortly before my uncles passing in 1982 he gave
the car to us. The car was last registered in 1973 and had sat
outside under cover, we stripped it down to a bare chassis and
on/off over the next 10ish years did the rebuild. Going to swap
meets and wearing a notice on my back with parts needed would
have looked strange but worked, body parts are unique to the car
but luckily major mechanical parts are the same as an MG TC.
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Part of the “fun” in rebuilding the car was trying to get the car back to original condition, at the time there
wasn’t a lot written about the MG Y Tourer, naturally after I had completed the car a definitive restoration
book was published. The prototype was constructed in 1939 before WW2 stopped production, 904 were
made between 1948-50 for export only, currently there are 241 known survivors worldwide.

The rebuild of the car was carried out in the half open carport besides our house, chassis and body were
sand blasted, the body was sprayed by me with an electric spray gun in a 1977 Ford colour, Sweet Cream. It
was a close match to an unmolested original painted part under the radiator shell, heat cold flies and
mozzies all adding to the time taken to finish it. To this day the car still carries the original chrome on the
radiator, lights and windscreen surround. The car has been back on the road since 1995 and will probably
outlast me….maybe. During the rebuilt of the car I was introduced to members of the Illawarra Vintage Car
Club, meetings were held at the Shed at Mount Kembla. From that initial meeting to the present with The
Australian Motorlife Museum I have been lucky to have met a lot of great people, long time enthusiasts to
introducing newbies how to drive a 71 year old car, I’m happy to share that automotive passion.

Steven Koster
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Colonel Arthur Waite and his Austin 7 – Part Two
By Chris Martin
After Waite had returned to England the Grand Prix winning Austin 7 remained in Australia and the driving chores of
the 1928 winner were handed to Clarrie May who had a run in the car in the lead up to the AGP at Aspendale
Speedway in Melbourne that January but the car failed to impress the ‘Sporting Globe’ writer, ‘Truto’ who
commented that the Clarrie May driven car was one of the most disappointing of the meeting; “It showed no ginger
and is probably a temperamental piece of mechanism”, rather a harsh description of the AGP winner!

‘Frankston Hillclimb’ at Moondah Estate Mount Eliza circa 1929-1930 with three Austin 7s lined up before
the off. Daryl Burkett at left and Cyril Dickason on the right. Clarrie May is aboard the car in the middle
which is the ex-Waite AGP winner by then fitted with headlights.

The 7 was again entered in Waite’s name for the 1929 AGP, although the car was owned by Austin Distributors Pty.
Ltd. not Arthur individually; this may have been a ploy by either Austin or the promoters to add the previous year’s
winner’s name to the programme. The car ran very well as part of the lead bunch until suffering supercharger failure
on lap 20 of the 31 lap race won by Arthur Terdich’s Bugatti T37A.
By the 1929 AGP Waite was back in the UK where he was appointed to the Austin Board of Directors. Amongst his
new responsibilities Arthur took over the Austin racing team in 1930, competing along with ‘Freddie’ March and
‘Sammy’ Davis. In the Ards TT Waite was thrown from his Austin into the path of oncoming cars suffering a broken
jaw and concussion. Engine failures to all but one of the 7s in this race resulted in the crankcase being extended to
below the level of the chassis; the end result was a ten-stud head which was a part of the ‘Ulster’ model
specifications. Waite gave up his racing career after the Ards accident. Waite was later progressively promoted
from Captain , so by the time of his death in his 97th year in 1991, his credentials read Colonel Arthur Waite, MC.,
OstJ., DL., JP., as well as his other titles was a Freeman of the City of London and a Life member of the British Racing
Drivers Club.
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Left: Colonel Waite (as he was now known) in 1981. Right: The ‘reconstructed’ AGP winning car at the
MotorClassica display in Melbourne, October 2020.
Where is the car now? Some Seven enthusiasts were later looking for the car but the consensus was that it had
been broken up. So a replica was built on the correct type of chassis etc. About this time Graeme Steinfort located
the motor and gearbox in Sydney which was believe to be from the original AGP car. Graeme bought the chassis and
installed the motor and it has run since in historic events as a faithful copy of the original.

Australia Post Stamp,
depicting replica of Capt.
(later Col.) Arthur Waite's
supercharged Austin 7
Super Sports.
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For Sale and Wanted
Adverts are placed in the magazine at the discretion of the editor for two magazine
editions, any adverts no longer required please advise the editor.
For Sale 1924 Rover 9/20 HP.
Very rare vehicle, only 4 of this type imported into Australia. Vehicle is UNRESTORED with minor work carried out to
allow registration. Fully registered, driven to shops and the beach once a month. $25000.00 ONO.
Gordon Critcher
gordopancake@gmail.com

Car identification help needed
We have received a request for help in tracking a car, if anyone can help please contact Sean direct.
This is my parents and their white 1971 Midget. My dad
bought new in between October 1971 to March 1972. Then
he sold it to a lady in Lindfield in Sydney somewhere in 1975
or 1978. The number plates were EQZ-504. I don’t have any
chassis number with me at the moment.
Does anyone know who has the white midget between 1975
- 1985 with the same number plates?

Kind regards Sean.
seanmr43@gmail.com
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Surplus Items
Item
Bundy clock
Scales, shop
Scales, platform
Tube (valve) tester
Adding machine
Adding machine
Adding machine

Brand
Unknown
Humphrey Earl Ltd
Salter
Triplett, Model 1210A
Facit
Burroughs
Addo Machine Co. Ltd

Film projector
Extension speaker

Harmour & Heath Compacta
Bakers, Harmour & Heath

Extension speaker case
Extension speaker
(loose)
Adding machine
Adding machine
Adding machine
Scales components
Scales, bench
Alarm, fire bell
Alarm, fire switch box
Gauge, tyre pressure
Alarm, fire bell
Alarm, fire bell
Alarm, fire bell
Alarm, telephone
Room heater, portable

Unknown
Amplion

Room heater, portable

Unknown

Room heater, portable
Cooling fan, desk
Room heater, portable
Cooling fan, desk
Item
Floodlight reflectors
Adding machine

Unknown
GE
Hecla
Brinsmead
Brand
Unknown
Bell Punch Co “Sumlock”

Typewriter components
Typewriter roller
carriage
Vending machine
Room heater, portable
Funnel, copper

Oliver
Unknown

Funnel, steel
Funnel, steel

Handmade
Unknown

Funnel, copper
Oil can

Handmade
Unknown

NCR
Victor
ACCA Addicalco
Unknown
Fairbanks
Gents of Leicester
Melbourne Fire Brigade
G M Electric Air
Melbourne Bell Co.
Tangent
Unknown
AWA
Coleman

Tyme Sava
Unknown
Handmade

Description
Wooden case, steel frame, poor condition
Cast iron case, dismantled
Cast iron body, brass dial, 56lb capacity, not complete
Portable in wooden carry case with instructions
Electric, portable, 250v, 5 amps, missing some pieces
Mechanical, desktop, operational
Electric 250v, paper roll, desktop, missing some
pieces
16mm, sound (audio), made in North Sydney
12” wooden carry case, goes with projector above,
with manual & spare parts
Lacquered wooden case, not complete
10”, may belong with above case
Electric, desktop, typed report facility, poor condition
Electric, desktop, typed report facility, poor condition
Mechanical, desktop, made in Italy, in working order
Various parts, may be useful for a restorer
Cast iron & brass, 28lb capacity, some parts missing
Electric
Electric, designed & made in Melbourne
Cast iron, Made in Australia, some parts missing
Electric, made in Redfern
Electric, poor condition
Electric, double bell, poor condition
Electric, double bell
Kerosene, single bar, made in USA, some parts
missing, poor condition
Electric, double element, some parts missing, poor
condition
Electric, six bar, enamelled cast iron, good condition
Electric, four blade, steel construction, poor condition
Electric, single element, reasonable condition
Electric, 2 speed, plastic construction, working
Description
Steel, powder coated, 5 grey, 1 red, good condition
Electric, desktop, BS 1909, made in Britain,
reasonable condition
Roller, paper support, ribbon reels, suit collector
Not complete, poor condition
Mechanical, not complete
Electric, single element, reasonable condition
Large, offset spout, fine gauze strainer, good
condition
Small, oblique cone
Medium size, regular shape, fine gauze strainer,
factory made, repaired
No strainer, good quality & condition
Flexible stem, steel, diaphragm operation, reasonable

Vehicle radiator

Unknown

Sewing machine legs &
flywheel
Sewing machine legs
Sewing machine
flywheel & conrod
Cotton thread dispenser

Unknown

condition
Cast iron frame & bottom tank, aluminium top tank,
reasonable condition
Cast iron, powder coasted, good condition

Unknown
Unknown

Cast iron, slightly rusty
Cast iron, poor condition

Unknown

Sewing machine bench
top
Cooling fan, desk
Sewing machine chassis
rods & drive crank
Drive wheel

Unknown

Steel, suit commercial or industrial machine, good
condition
Laminated wood & veneer, water damaged

Airzone
Bridgeport

Electric, 3 speed, 4 blade, plastic, in working order
Steel & cast iron, made in USA, reasonable condition

Unknown

Sewing machine & crank
Sewing machine, treadle
Sewing machine, treadle
& shaft
Treadle plate
Sewing machine pedal
Pulley/clutch assembly

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Steel, fabricated, V-belt or round, reasonable
condition
Cast iron, poor condition
Cast iron, powder coated, reasonable condition
Cast iron, steel, reasonable condition

Unknown
Ludwig
Unknown

Cast iron, cleaned & primed
Cast iron, poor condition
Cast iron, poor condition

Introduction to the museum’s magazine collection
Clicking on the magazine link on the Motorlife web page will take you to the museum’s
magazine catalogue on magazinecollector.net.
This will give you a choice of perusing the collection of car, motorcycle, racing or truck & bus
magazines. Selecting any one will present a list of related publications that we have in the
library and have been catalogued.
Select your desired publication to peruse issues of that publication that Motorlife has in its
collection. A red button to the bottom left of the cover scan indicates that the contents of the
issue has been indexed and is available as part of the search criteria. Select the cover scan to
peruse details of that issue. Note: the magazine articles themselves have not been digitized.
Search Facility
The category search box on the magazines page allows for searches of a magazine name.
Select the required publication.
The search box on the issues page allows for searching for a particular issue or a particular
topic within the selected magazine.
The topic search will only return results for magazines that have had their contents indexed.
Proposed upgrades to the search facility include searching the entire Motorlife collection for a
particular topic and not restricted to a selected publication.

The Motorlife collection is still work in progress as we have The Autocar from 1928-2004,
The Motor/Motor(UK) from 1927-1973, two bays of motorcycle magazines and various truck/bus
magazines still to be loaded to magazinecollector.
Select the “Exit collection x” in the top right corner of the screen to peruse the entire
magazinecollector site which gives access to the details of all of the magazines loaded onto the
site by all of its members.

If you have any magazines that will help to complete the various publications in our collection,
all donations are welcome.
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Introduction to the museum’s
general motoring book collection
Clicking on the general motoring book link on the Motorlife web page will take you to the
museum’s book collection on TinyCat.
The moving carousel of books displays the books loaded to the museum’s catalogue and
selecting a book provides more details of that book.
The search box allows for a keyword search that searches the entire record of each book in the
collection. When searching for a book, you can type the title e.g. “Rolls-Royce at Derby”, an
author’s name e.g. “ Tuckey” or keywords such as “Ford”, “Holden” etc.
Note: when using keywords, the catalogue is subject to the information entered, so if your
keyword is not in the record for the book, it may not find the book, but that does not mean that
we do not have the book in the collection. Contact the library to see if we can help.
Selecting “Advanced Search” from the drop down menu allows for a more focused search
criteria using specific fields.

Note: catalogue entries have been retrieved from various libraries (e.g. Library of Congress,
British Library, Australian National Library) and the level of detail attached to a book will vary
greatly depending on such things as its age, popularity or catalogue source.

To browse the entire Motorlife book collection, type “Your library” in the search box. The drop
down menu in the top right hand corner of the results screen allows for sorting in a different
order (defaults to acquisition date i.e. date uploaded to the catalogue).
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